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This is the age of innovation where HTML5 has come up as the latest version of language for
arranging the content in web. The HTML5 Performance level for online games has been terrific with
most of the HTML5 games that are not only able to create fun but at the same time highly addictive
too. Moreover, as it is an open source and absolutely free, it is highly popular among the developers
who are creating superb and outstanding games. An amazing range of puzzle games like â€œFruity
Annieâ€• and a fantastic bunch of casual games from NTFusion have received wide popularity among
the gamers these days. These games are completely and all the more in demand. The credit must
go to HTML5 as being free; it let the developers to allow the gamers play high quality games for free.

â€œFruity Annieâ€•, the Cross-platform game with HTML5 technology from NTFusion is now available on
Chrome Web Store and this exciting game come with the features like 7 different tools which are
free of use, 25 brain challenge physics levels and available with Level difficulty adjustment, UI
optimizations and Faster loading speed.

The past few years have witnessed tremendous popularity of online games among the netizens.
With the arrival of mobile devices like Smartphoneâ€™s playing games online is one of the most popular
pastimes to the people of today. The prime phone operating systems like Android, iOS are high in
demand and being used widely for playing the online games. An endless variety of online games
like casual games, puzzle games are gaining amazing popularity on these platforms and this is the
reason that these platforms require web standard graphics.

The potential of HTML5 as a serious gaming platform is fascinating. It has given us the ability to
create 2D games and stunning 3D games. Allowing HTML elements to run full screen online games
have become much more impressive experiences. The switch from HTML 4 to HTML5 has
presented huge grounds of success. Aiming toward Web applications, HTML5 is filling up the void
which was not possible with Flash and Silverlight. Playing HTML5 game on your computer you get
an amazing experience to see solid graphics without any extra goodies like that with flash games.
This makes HTML5 games a great fun.

The latest online game from NTFusion is Fruity Annie which is a cross-platform physics game and
come with 25 challenging levels and 7 diverse tools. Great news for the online gamers is Fruity
Annie HTML5 version is available on Chrome Web Store now and has aroused huge interest to
those looking for new and exciting games.

With the browser platforms, starting to mature and coalesce regarding the technologies needed for
these kinds of games, there is a constant increase in the quantity of HTML5 games every day. The
games are coming up with much enhanced qualities and from social networks to app stores to large
game studios, the demand for HTML5 Games are clearly visible. It is a fact that HTML5 games have
come to stay.

HTML5 has encouraged many developers to create innovative online games like NTFusionâ€™s Fruity
Annie and the gamers can expect to get many more such amazing games in the coming days on
Chrome Web Store to have a great experience in online gaming.

For more information please visit : http://www.ntfusion.net/
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Nick R has been associated with NTFusion for a long time that shares and makes great a HTML5
Games. All the offered casual games are well-chosen to ensure that gamers have the best online
game experience and are updated every day.
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